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Protein-protein and protein-peptide interactions are responsible for the vast majority of biological functions in vivo, but targeting these interactions with small molecules has historically been difficult. What is required are efficient combined computational and experimental screening methods to choose among a number of potential protein interfaces worthy of targeting a provide lead macrocyclic compounds for further investigation.

To achieve this, we have generated combinatorial 3D virtual libraries of short disulphide-bonded peptides, and compared them to pharmacophore models of important protein-protein and protein peptide structures, including short linear motifs (SLiMs), protein-binding peptides, and turn structures at protein-protein interfaces, built from 3D models available in the Protein Data Bank.

We prepared a total of 372 reference pharmacophores, which were matched against 108,659 multiconformer cyclic peptides. After normalisation to exclude non-specific cyclic peptides, the top hits notably are enriched for mimetics of turn structures, including a turn at the interaction surface of human α thrombin, and also feature several protein-binding peptides. The top cyclic peptide hits also cover the critical “hot-spot” interaction sites predicted from the interaction crystal structure. We have validated our method by testing cyclic peptides predicted to inhibit thrombin, a key protein in the blood coagulation pathway of important therapeutic interest, identifying a cyclic peptide inhibitor with lead-like activity.

We conclude that protein interfaces most readily targetable by cyclic peptides and related macrocyclic drugs may be identified computationally among a set of candidate interfaces, accelerating the choice of interfaces against which lead compounds may be screened.

INTRODUCTION

Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are at the heart of almost all biological processes, but developing drug-like molecules against them has been difficult due to the intrinsic properties
of protein-protein interfaces. Protein-protein interfaces generally have large shallow interfaces\(^1\) compared to typical drug binding sites in a deep, well defined pocket in a protein surface. The large interaction surfaces also tend to easily form weak, transient, non-specific interactions with small molecule hydrophobic aggregates\(^2\) that can be difficult to distinguish from effective drug activity. It has also been suggested that chemical libraries tailored to common drug targets such as protein kinases and G-coupled protein receptors may not be ideal for mediating PPIs,\(^3\) and that current ideas of what constitutes a drug-like molecule may have to be re-examined. Progress has however been made in targeting protein-protein interactions\(^4\) by realizing that not all of the surface area of a PPI contributes equally to the strength of the interaction between the protein partners. PPI binding is mediated by “hot-spots”: small areas of disproportionately high-affinity binding at the protein-protein interface.\(^5\) Drugs targeting PPIs have been found, by random screening, such as ciclosporin\(^6\) and by mimicking important surface epitopes on a protein using a peptidomimetic, such as the RGD mimetics, known to bind integrins.\(^7\) Protein-protein interfaces also tend to be somewhat flexible, with different binding modes for known small molecule inhibitors, and for their protein partner. This increases the difficulty of using structural information to predict small molecule binding.\(^4\) Molecular simulation approaches have also been used to search for hot-spots and transient pockets which can be then examined using docking.\(^5\)

There is also a possibility that current chemical libraries are biased towards certain classes of targets. Previous analysis has shown that 69.3\% of FDA drugs approved as of 2006 act on just 10 families of proteins,\(^8\) with the remainder of drugs working on a further 120 domain families or single proteins. It may be that compound libraries or chemotypes that have been found to be valuable sources of leads for historically important protein classes may not be the same as those that modulate PPIs. It has been observed that molecules inhibiting protein-protein interactions tend to be larger in molecular weight, more three dimensionally structured, and more rigid than common drugs,\(^9\) possibly to access more of the relatively large PPI surface area. Synthetic macrocyclic molecules intermediate in size
between small-molecule drugs and large biological drugs are being commercially explored as PPI inhibitors, which are similar in size to the natural macrocyclic constrained peptides examined in this work.

The lack of success using traditional small molecules to target PPIs has returned focus to peptides as drug candidates. Peptides are traditionally considered to be poor drug candidates due to their low oral bioavailability, rapid proteolytic degradation in vivo, poor ability to cross biological barriers such as lipid bilayers due to their hydrophilicity, and their high degree of conformational flexibility. However since proteins have often been designed by evolution to bind with high specificity to polypeptide sequences, peptides can be very effective mediators of biological activity. Peptides can be engineered to represent the smallest functional portion of a protein, offering selectivity and specificity.

Several strategies have been developed to combat the disadvantages of natural linear peptides, including modifying the peptide bond (pseudo peptides), small molecule peptidomimetics, stapled peptides and cyclic peptides. In this study, we use combinatorial libraries of cyclic peptides to computationally identify protein-protein and protein-peptide interactions which can be inhibited using a short cyclic peptide.

Cyclic peptides are a variety of modified peptide where an extra bond has been added to form the linear peptide into a macrocycle. This bond can be a peptide bond from the N-terminus to the C-terminus, two side-chain amino-acid groups bound together, or some combination of the two. Cyclic peptides exist in nature in the form of disulphide-bonded peptides, with insulin being the best known example. In addition, some natural antimicrobial peptides are also disulphide bonded cyclic peptides.

The main apparent advantages of cyclic peptides are their conformational constraint and proteolytic resistance. Proteases act upon cleavage sites in the peptide sequence, which may be at the N or C-terminus, or sometimes at a particular motif within the peptide. Cyclising a peptide often changes the cyclic peptide’s accessibility to cleavage sites in proteases. A limited set of possible 3-dimensional conformations has benefits for virtual screening, as the
difficulty in computationally modelling a flexible molecule increases combinatorially with the number of rotatable bonds in the molecule, meaning that computational problems, such as molecular docking or conformational searches, that are increasingly intractable when dealing with longer linear peptides may be accomplished with cyclic peptides. There is also evidence that cyclic peptides may have improved membrane permeability, compared with linear peptides, in cases where the cyclic peptide can internally satisfy its own hydrogen bonds.\textsuperscript{15} Other approaches that have been used to successfully transport linear peptides inside cell membranes, such as palmytoylation,\textsuperscript{16} may also be used with cyclic peptides.

Using cyclic peptides does come with disadvantages: their large molecular weight and high number of hydrogen bond donors/acceptors means they generally fare poorly in predicted ADMET (Adsorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Elimination, Toxicology)\textsuperscript{17} properties, which is concerning as unfavourable ADMET properties are a primary cause of drugs failing in clinical trials.\textsuperscript{18} Despite this, there are several short cyclic peptide based drugs on the market such as cilengitide\textsuperscript{19} and eptifibatide.\textsuperscript{20}

For this study, we used a library of cyclic peptides against a large panel of protein-protein and protein-peptide interactions represents a reverse of the standard virtual screening approach - using a tailored library of compounds to find protein targets amenable to modulation. It has the benefit of identifying which targets are best suited to a class of compounds. Three subset of protein-peptide and protein-protein interactions have been examined: known Short Linear Motif instances (SLiMs or ELMs) as detailed in the ELM database,\textsuperscript{21} known protein-peptide interactions from the PepX database,\textsuperscript{22} and turn structures at protein-protein interfaces. All examples of the reference structures used in this study have available 3D structures in the Protein Data Bank\textsuperscript{23} (PDB), and the complete list is described in Supplementary TableS2. Protein-protein and protein-peptide interactions may be considered as distinct entities, however it has been shown that peptides bound to proteins adopt structural shapes that are commonly seen in protein folds,\textsuperscript{24} allowing them to be treated as a special case of protein-protein interaction. These reference structure types
have been chosen to represent small, important portions of a larger protein-protein interface, of a suitable size to potentially allow a short cyclic peptide mimic to be discovered. Using pharmacophore matching, it is possible to break each reference structure into a set of interaction features: hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, hydrophobic and aromatic regions, and positive and negative charges. Pharmacophore features on these reference structures located close to a protein-protein interface can then be taken as the critical interaction features, and used to search a multiconformer virtual library of cyclic peptides to identify candidate mimics, along with shape information from the partner protein to exclude cyclic peptides that closely match a reference structure pharmacophore but violate the surface constraints of the partner protein. This then acts as a combination of ligand and structure based drug design, where chemical features from one interactor is combined with structural constraints from the other interactor to search for hits.

The goal of this study is twofold - to identify lead cyclic peptides that may be further refined to inhibit protein-protein interactions, and to identify known protein-protein interactions that can be considered “druggable” by cyclic peptidomimetics and related compounds.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Preparing Reference Structures and Cyclic Peptides.

The purpose of this study was to identify peptide-protein and protein-protein interactions that can be modified by cyclic peptides. This is the reverse of the standard drug discovery approach, where a biological target of interest is identified, and attempts are made to find molecules that will modulate that target, by screening pre-made libraries of candidate molecules. Our goal is to use a pre-computed virtual library with an identical chemical space to natural proteins to explore the interactions of these natural proteins, and to find well characterised interactions that appear to be likely to be modifiable, and clinically relevant.

The decision on which types of protein-peptide interactions would be examined was driven
by practical concerns in finding peptides that may represent key portions of protein-protein interfaces, but would still be small enough, in terms of the number of pharmacophore features and physical size, to be amenable to high-throughput virtual screening with pharmacophore matching in a computationally feasible manner. Ideally, reference structures should be of comparable size to the virtual library of cyclic peptides they are to be matched against. Protein-peptide interfaces described in the PepX\textsuperscript{22} database, experimentally confirmed short linear motifs (SLiMs) representing protein-ligand interactions (annotated as type LIG in the Eukaryotic Linear Motif (ELM)\textsuperscript{21} database) with accompanying PDB 3D structures, and UNIPROT\textsuperscript{25} annotated turns located at protein-protein interfaces were selected as promising candidate peptides. Short linear motif and protein-binding peptide structures longer than 6 residues were discarded, and all remaining structures used in the pharmacophore matching. The final numbers of reference structures are shown in Table 1. The PDB ID, UNIPROT accession, and UNIPROT ID of all the reference structures are detailed in Supplementary Table S2. Four of the PepX structures were also short linear motifs, these are contained in PDB structure 1H27, where a protein binding peptide is an example of the LIG\textsubscript{CYCLIN}\textsubscript{1} motif, in PDBs 1KYU and 1KYF where protein binding peptides in both structures are also examples of LIG\_AP2alpha\_2 motifs, and in PDB structure 2FOO where a protein-binding peptide is also the LIG\_USP\_7 motif. Most of the PepX peptides are novel synthetic peptides, not extracted from known protein sequences. These include protease substrates, recognition sites for chaperone binding, transporter substrates, and post-translation modification sites.

Combinatorial synthesisable cyclic peptide libraries of the pattern Cys-X-X-X-X-Cys and Cys-X-X-X-Cys were prepared, where X indicates a variable wild-card position, which could be any of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids. Diverse, low energy conformers were calculated for each library, as described in the Methods section. Numbers of the resulting constrained cyclic peptides and conformers are shown in Table 2.

All reference structures and cyclic peptides were protonated at physiological pH (7.4),
and pharmacophore features generated using Pharao.\textsuperscript{26} For reference structures located at an interface in the original Protein Data Bank structure, exclusion spheres were added, and pharmacophore features located away from the interface were discarded. Pharao pharmacophore matching works by decomposing a molecular structure into a collection of chemical features representing hydrogen bond donors, hydrogen bond acceptors, positive and negative charges, and lipophilic and aromatic regions. These chemical features are represented mathematically as 3D gaussian volumes. To screen molecules, Pharao aligns two pharmacophores and calculates the fractional overlap of the gaussian features. The mathematically continuous nature of gaussian volumes allows efficient optimisation of the alignment.

**Pharmacophore matching results.**

Each of the 372 reference structure pharmacophore models was matched to every cyclic peptide conformation pharmacophore, resulting in 805,659,744 pharmacophore matching pairs. Pharmacophore matching score distributions are presented in Figure 1.

Each set of structures has a distinct distribution, with score peaks between 0.72 - 0.78 in the protein-binding peptide distribution (Fig. 1C), and two pronounced peaks at 0.60 - 0.62 and 0.88 - 0.90 in the protein-protein interface turn score distributions (Figure 1B). Peaks located at high Tversky\textsubscript{ref} scores may indicate enrichment of structure(s) amenable to mimicking with constrained cyclic peptides in the dataset. These distributions contrast with the short linear motif score distribution, which is relatively smooth (Figure 1A). Looking at high scoring pharmacophore matches (Tversky\textsubscript{ref} > 0.90), there are 18 high-scoring matches to short linear motif structures compared with 39,380 matches to protein-binding peptides, and 551,002 matches to turns at interfaces.

When examining the amino-acid composition of the top 200 hits (by Tversky\textsubscript{ref} score) for each type of structure (Figure 2), cyclic peptides matching protein-binding peptides (Fig. 2B) and turns at protein-protein interactions (Fig. 2C) have sequences enriched for small amino acids, such as alanine and glycine. These high matching scores may simply reflect
non-specific peptide backbone interactions, or may potentially reflect greater flexibility to adopt certain useful structural conformations.

To ensure that pharmacophore matching identified specific cyclic-peptide - PPI interaction similarities, pharmacophore matches were normalised. The normalisation was carried out by calculating a Z-score for each pharmacophore matching score, based on mean and standard deviation values for an individual cyclic peptide. The purpose was to identify cyclic peptides that had more specifically matched a PPI structure. If the scores were normally distributed (and we note that the distribution does not appear normal), we would expect $805,659,744 \times 2.87 \times 10^{-7} \approx 231$ pharmacophore matches with a Z-score over 5.0. After normalisation, there were 553,104 pharmacophore matches with a Z-score over 5.0, and 27,554 pharmacophore matches with a Z-score over 6.0. Structures, along with the number of specifically matching cyclic peptides are described in Table 3. 76.5% of normalised scores with a Z-score $>$ 6.0 have a Tversky_ref score $>$ 0.90.

Supplementary Figure S1 indicates that the high pharmacophore matching scores were not particularly biased towards structures with few pharmacophore features, as average pharmacophore matching scores and numbers of pharmacophore features correlate poorly.

**Cyclic Peptides Effectively Mimic Protein Turns**

Table 3 presents the number of top hits for each protein-protein interaction, where there exists a cyclic peptide hit with a normalised score $>$ 6.0. While there are seven peptides matched from the set of turns, and seven from the set of protein-peptide interactions, the number of cyclic peptides mimicking each structure varied considerably. The results are dominated by cyclic peptide hits against pharmacophore models of turns at protein-protein interfaces, with protein-peptide interactions also well represented. 91.8% (25,304 out of a total of 27,554) of cyclic peptide conformer hits are against seven turn structure interfaces, with the rest being against seven protein-peptide interfaces. In contrast, there are no short linear motif structures represented in Table 3. Short linear motif structures matched by a
cyclic peptide hit with a Z-score above 5 are shown in Table 4.

**Pharmacophore Feature Spacing Influences Matching Scores**

To explore how the geometry of a pharmacophore influences how well it is mimicked by cyclic peptides, the average spread of each pharmacophore model was calculated.

Figure 4 shows the correlation of average pharmacophore matching score and average pharmacophore feature spread. Tables 3 and 4 show that the largest proportion of high-scoring normalised hits correspond to turns at protein-protein interfaces, followed by protein-binding peptides. Figure 4 indicates that there is a correlation between tighter pharmacophore spacing and higher average pharmacophore scores against cyclic peptides. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that every pharmacophore structure with an average feature spacing of under 5 Å is either a protein-binding peptide, or a turn at a protein-protein interface. This may partly explain the results seen in Tables 3 and 4 where turn structures predominate.

The looping geometry of a turn is geometrically quite similar to a cyclic peptide. Cyclic peptides have previously been successfully used as scaffolds\(^{27}\) to mimic turns, as compared to protein-binding peptides and short linear motifs, which often bind in an extended conformation\(^{28}\) by β sheet addition.

**Pharmacophore Matching Identifies Key Interaction Features**

To validate that the pharmacophore models generated for this study captured the essential binding features of the protein-protein interfaces involved, the HotPOINT\(^{29}\) PPI hot-spot prediction server was used to predict the key amino acids involved in the top scoring interfaces listed in Table 3. Predicted hot-spot locations and hydrogen bonds observed in the crystal structure were then mapped to the generated pharmacophore models, to show that pharmacophore features in structures with high-scoring hits occurred in hot-spot regions, and that cyclic peptide hits tended to maintain hydrogen bonds observed in the PDB crystal.
structure.

The LFEK[SQ] (human/bovine polymorphisms respectively) turn at residues 6 - 11 of the α-thrombin light chain at the surface of the thrombin light-chain/heavy-chain interface accounts for many of the cyclic peptide matches listed in Table 3. Figure 3A illustrates the pharmacophore model of this turn, and the predicted hot-spots for the light-chain heavy-chain interaction. The figure shows a pair of hydrogen bond acceptors on the side chain of Glu 343 and a peptide backbone hydrogen-bond donor at Leu 341 as key interaction features, both of which are predicted to be interaction hot-spots. Hotspot residues were predicted for PDB structure 1LHD, representing the interaction between the thrombin light and heavy chain. Figure 3B shows the top cyclic peptide hit to this interface, CEPQTC in place of the thrombin light chain, aligned to the light chain turn pharmacophore model. The cyclic peptide maintains the key hydrogen bond, formed between the heavy chain Trp-207 and light chain Glu-8 in the crystal structure.

Supplementary figures S2 and S4 show a similar analysis carried out for a hit listed in Table 3 against a protein-binding peptide (A K-ras4B peptide in complex with Farnesyltransferase), and for a short linear motif hit listed in Table 4 (a LIG1s1 structure), suggesting that automatically generated pharmacophore models are capturing key interaction points in all three of these diverse structures.

**Hits at Druggable Interfaces**

A number of the *in silico* leads may be of utility in further development of experimental data regarding druggable protein interfaces.

In the 1DSZ complex, the reference structure is a turn on the retinoid X receptor α, which is a nuclear receptor regulating gene expression in various biological processes related to histone acetylation, chromatin condensation and transcriptional suppression. It is associated with several diseases including cancer.\(^{30}\) In the case of the K-Ras4B peptide in farnesyltransferase (PDB: 1KZO), farnesylation of Ras oncoproteins is associated with 30%
of human cancers, and blocking the peptide substrate site is a key mode of action in clinically active anti-cancer farnesyltransferase inhibitors. PDB structure 1PIP contains a thiol protease inhibitor complexed with papain, a cysteine protease enzyme present in papaya. Papain-like lysosomal cysteine proteases are known drug-discovery targets.

Two peptide-binding thrombin structures are also present among the top hits in Table 3, in structures 2V3H, and 1OYT, with thrombin binding to hirudin peptides. Recombinant hirudin was the first ever therapeutic anticoagulant, and hirudin peptidomimetics are in common use today.

Experimentally Validating a Cyclic Peptide Thrombin Inhibitor.

To see if our pharmacophore search method has revealed novel cyclic peptides with therapeutic potential, we focussed on cyclic peptides predicted to mimic the Hirudin C-terminus in the interaction between Hirudin and Thrombin (Table 3, PDB ID: 1OYT). This interface is illustrated in Figure 5. Thrombin is a serine protease which plays a critical role in the blood coagulation pathway, including activation of platelets to form clots (thrombi) that reduce blood loss. When the layer of endothelial cells lining a blood vessel are damaged, Thrombin becomes activated, which promotes platelet activation by activating several protease-activated receptors (PARs), such as PAR-1,-3 and -4 on the platelet surface.

Hirudin is a naturally occurring peptide in the salivary glands of medicinal leeches, that is an extremely potent inhibitor of Thrombin. PDB structure 1OYT contains a Hirudin C-terminal peptide bound to the Thrombin exosite-1, where Thrombin binds to the platelet PAR-1 receptor. The full Hirudin protein blocks both the Thrombin exosite and active site, but exosite-1 inhibitors alone have been shown to somewhat decrease the clotting activity of Thrombin. Pharmacophore matches to this region of Hirudin are therefore candidate anti-Thrombin compounds. Table 3 lists 958 cyclic peptides with a high normalised pharmacophore matching score against this interaction. To select a smaller number of cyclic peptides for testing, a second virtual screening step was used, employing the USRCAT.
package, which combines shape matching with pharmacophoric features.

To test the potency of these peptides as potential Thrombin inhibitors, a platelet aggregation assay was used. Platelet aggregation can be measured by the amount of light transmitted through a stirred volume of platelets. Unactivated platelets will appear as a milky, opaque suspension. When Thrombin is added to the stirred mixture, platelets rapidly coagulate and drop out of the suspension, leaving a clear liquid. When Thrombin is inhibited with Hirudin, no activation effect is seen. 17 cyclic peptides were identified with a Z-score of $> 6.0$ and a USRCAT score $> 0.55$, were synthesised, and these were tested in a Thrombin-activated platelet aggregation assay, using 4 healthy platelet donors who had not ingested NSAIDs in the 10 days prior to blood drawing. The full list of cyclic peptide sequences tested is shown in Table 5.

From this set of cyclic peptides, we were able to identify one peptide with the sequence CEPKFC as having anti-Thrombin activity. While only one peptide out of seventeen has been observed as showing anti-thrombin activity, showing activity in this assay is a high bar to clear, as it requires binding to thrombin strongly enough to effectively compete with the hirudin-thrombin binding interaction which possesses sub-picomolar\(^{41}\) ($K_d$ of 0.2 pM) affinity. Therefore, more than one of the peptides could be binding thrombin, but only one peptide binds thrombin effectively enough to significantly inhibit hirudin binding to thrombin.

Figure 6 shows the effects of Thrombin, Thrombin plus hirudin, and Thrombin plus the cyclic peptide CEPKFC on the aggregation of human platelets. Addition of CEPKFC results in a significant lowering of the total amount of Thrombin aggregation ($P = 0.05$ in a one tailed t-test), as well as delaying aggregation compared to thrombin alone at every time point shown in Figure 6. It has a much smaller effect than the very potent Hirudin peptide. This is consistent with our pharmacophore screen, as these peptides match only the portion of Hirudin binding to the exosite-1 Thrombin pocket which, unlike the full hirudin protein, does not block the proteolytic active site.
Thrombin is of critical clinical importance for the central role it plays in many heart conditions, such as stroke\textsuperscript{42} and atherosclerosis,\textsuperscript{43} and there exist a large class of anticoagulant drugs\textsuperscript{44} developed to modulate its activity. From Figure 6, it can be seen that the cyclic peptide is able to both delay and reduce the final amount of thrombin-mediated aggregation. The effects of the cyclic peptide are quite variable between donors, however this is likely due to the high variability in platelet activity between donors. There is less variability in the positive and negative controls due to the very strong activation and inhibition effects of thrombin and hirudin respectively. However, weak platelet inhibition activity may be a therapeutically desirable effect - it has been been previously observed that antagonists of the glycoprotein GPIIb/IIIa receptor, part of the platelet activation pathway have failed clinical trials due to their excessive inhibition of platelets, which can lead to bleeding complications.\textsuperscript{45,46} A 15-mer single stranded DNA aptamer has previously been identified that binds the thrombin exosite described here,\textsuperscript{47} but a cyclic peptide lead may be an easier lead compound from which to generate more potent and more “drug like” compounds.

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) experiments were performed to provide a quantitative measure of the potency of this peptide. Figure 8 shows the results of SPR studies on the behaviour of the CEPKFC peptide binding to thrombin at a range of concentrations. Table S1 lists the data underlying this plot. The data indicates an approximate dissociation constant ($K_d$) of 545 $\mu$M, which means that this is a relatively low affinity binder to Thrombin. However, despite this low binding affinity, the peptide does have a significant influence on the coagulation pathway \textit{in-vitro} (Figure 6), and demonstrates the ability of computational screening to identify a cyclic peptide that act against protein-protein interactions.

\textbf{Other Cyclic Peptide Structures}

The peptides examined in this study have been disulphide-bonded cyclic peptides of the form Cys-X-X-X-Cys and Cys-X-X-X-Cys. Disulphide-bonded peptides were chosen as the most cost-effective to chemically synthesise and experimentally test, and screening com-
binatorial multiconformer libraries of peptides with 3 or 4 variable positions results in large but feasible numbers of structures. However, as mentioned in the introduction, many other types of constrained cyclic peptide exist, and it would be desirable to explore the potential for identifying PPI-inhibitor cyclic peptides from a wide range of peptide backbone lengths and constraint types.

To explore the potential of various types and sizes of cyclic peptides to act as PPI inhibitors, a cyclic peptide diversity library was generated using CycloPs. This library consisted of 10,000 unique randomly selected peptides with sequence lengths of 6 to 9 amino-acids, and a randomly chosen appropriate cyclisation method (head-tail bonded, disulphide bonded, side-chain to side-chain bonded, or side-chain to N or C terminal bonded). This diversity library was then subjected to a conformation generation step identical to that applied to the Cys-X-X-X-X-Cys and Cys-X-X-X-X-Cys libraries. Pharmacophore screening was then carried out on the multiconformer diversity library against each reference pharmacophore structure referred to in Table 1.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the pharmacophore matching scores across all reference structures matched to each cyclic peptide in the diverse cyclisation library. Comparing the distributions seen in Figure 7 to those in Figure 1, it can be seen that the shape distribution of scores for each class of reference structure (short linear motifs, loops, and protein-binding peptides) has a very similar shape in both the original disulphide bonded libraries and the diverse cyclisation library. This suggests that there may be some commonality in the type of protein-protein interactions that various cyclic peptide structures are suited to inhibit.

Table 6 identifies the reference structures that have large numbers of normalised cyclic peptide matches from the diverse cyclisation library. It is very noticeable that there is a much larger number of reference structures in Table 6 than in Table 3, despite the diverse cyclisation library containing far fewer structures than the disulphide bonded libraries tested above. The diverse cyclic peptide library hits also include several structures of potential clinical interest, such as monoclonal antibody loops that bind HIV proteins. This suggests
that cyclic peptide libraries that include a broad array of sequence lengths and cyclisation methods have the potential to reveal screening “hits” against a much broader set of target structures.

**Conclusions**

We have presented for the first time a high throughput method of identifying both protein-protein interactions suitable for inhibition by cyclic peptides, and the accompanying cyclic peptides that represent promising lead compounds. Our method represents a simple approach for very rapidly screening a large virtual library against a wide variety of protein-protein interactions. Since it can quickly identify protein-protein interactions that seem to be druggable by a particular virtual library, it is an easy way of reducing the search space of proteins when looking to modify a particular biological pathway. This broader kind of screening approach offers an alternative to focusing on a single important PPI. For example, a broad screening approach could be used to identify all proteins involved in a biological pathway of interest: first identify proteins that have been experimentally shown to interact and have available structural data; then develop pharmacophore models of key interface hotspots, finally screen against a diverse compound library to identify both druggable PPIs, and the most common chemotypes they bind. This kind of analysis can be done computationally on thousands of possible PPIs and millions of compounds using moderate computational resources.

Pharmacophore screening represents a simplification of the complex processes and molecular properties that guide target-ligand binding, and a key challenge for any such screening is to demonstrate that it has captured the most essential parts of the interaction, giving the study the power to accurately identify bioactive compounds, and reject unsuitable compounds. We have shown that our method is able to capture essential elements of the protein-peptide and protein-protein interactions, by comparing our pharmacophore models to predicted interaction hotspots, followed by further validation with experimental work
on Thrombin inhibition. Our method has also highlighted known and previously unidentified druggable protein-protein and protein-peptide interactions as candidates for modulation by cyclic peptides. Thus developing interaction pharmacophore models to identify peptidomimetics of surfaces can identify relevant interfaces that have proven to be druggable, as well as being high throughput enough to search for PPIs that have not been previously considered drug targets.

A key advantage of using simple cyclic peptides based on disulphide bonds, is their low cost. This enables progression from virtual screening, to medium throughput biological screening of cyclic peptides to identify lead compounds, at micromolar or better potencies. However it seems clear from testing more a more diverse set of structures, that only testing short cyclic peptides is a limiting factor in discovering protein-protein interactions amenable to modulation. To reveal a larger number of PPI structures targetable by cyclic peptides, and to further improve the physical properties and binding affinity of the lead compounds, the use of different cyclisation strategies, such as head-tail binding to avoid oxidation of disulphide bonds, should also be employed. In addition the use of non-natural amino acids to add rigidity to the macrocycle, improve side-chain binding, or to improve bioavailability can also be investigated. There exist limits to this approach: it is known that protein-protein interfaces are not rigid, but constantly shifting and forming transient pockets, with the regions amenable to binding an inhibitor even more likely to show such flexibility. Ultimately, a more complete approach would involve incorporating this surface flexibility into pharmacophore models, with molecular dynamics simulations or NMR measured protein surfaces being used to generate an ensemble of surfaces which can be translated into a pharmacophore model.

In conclusion, while disulphide bonded cyclic peptide are less likely to constitute the final therapeutically useful macrocyclic compound, the advantage of rapid computational screening with low cost initial lead generation is an attractive first step in a screening process.
METHODS

Ethics Statement

Human platelets used in this study were obtained from healthy volunteers that were free of medication. Patients were provided with a detailed information sheet and gave written consent under RCSI Ethical Review Protocol approved by the RCSI Research Ethics Committee.

Reference Preparation

The portions of known 3D structures extracted from the Protein Data Bank which represent portions of protein-protein/peptide interactions were referred to as reference peptides. These comprised short linear motif instances, protein-binding peptides, and protein turns located at protein-protein interfaces.

Short linear motif (SLiM) definitions were extracted from the Eukaryotic Linear Motif\textsuperscript{21} (ELM) database using the available SOAP web-service. Only motifs of class "LIG", representing ligand binding motifs were used. For each "LIG" motif definition, ELM instances corresponding to UNIPROT protein IDs were examined and searched for the existence of PDB structures which covered the portion of the protein containing the short linear motif. ELM structures found in PDB structures were extracted using the PDB module from the BioPython\textsuperscript{49} project.

The PepX\textsuperscript{22} database was used to identify short protein-binding peptides. All PDB structures containing a protein-binding peptide chain of 5 residues in length or shorter were downloaded and the protein-binding peptide chain extracted using BioPython.

To identify turn structures at protein-protein interfaces, protein-protein interaction structures were extracted from the PDB. The PDB was searched for all structures with a resolution of 2.5 Å or better, containing at least two protein chains in the biological assembly. The DSSP\textsuperscript{50} secondary structure assignment software was then used to identify each turn struc-
ture in each protein-protein complex. PyMol was then used to test if each identified turn was located at a protein-protein interface region. A turn was considered part of an interface if any part of the turn was within 5 Å of another protein. Each interface turn was then extracted from the overall PDB structure using PyMol.

Reference peptide structures were protonated at physiological pH (7.4) using OpenBabel before pharmacophore feature identification was carried out using Pharao with default settings. For reference structures taken from a protein-protein interface (all structures, excepting certain short linear motifs in single-protein PDB structures), exclusion spheres were added using the pharao PyMol plugin, which creates an exclusion volume around each atom from a PDB chain other than the chain containing the reference structure that is within 5 Å of the reference structure. Examples of high and low-scoring Pharao pharmacophore matches are shown in Figure S3 A PyMol script was used to identify and remove pharmacophore features that fell outside a distance cutoff of 3.5 Å from a protein-protein or protein-peptide interface.

**Virtual Library Preparation**

Single conformation 3D cyclic peptide libraries were prepared using the CycloPs virtual peptide library generation software. CycloPs generates virtual cyclic peptide libraries combinatorially from amino-acid SMILES string building blocks. It is capable of applying empirical rules to peptide structures to predict peptide synthesisability and water solubility, as well as using the UFF forcefield to produce 3D peptide libraries, although it does not perform an exhaustive exploration of potential peptide conformations. Cyclic peptides were generated combinatorially using the "Filter out peptides that break synthesis rules" option, to remove virtual peptides that may be difficult to chemically synthesise. After library generation, libraries were protonated at physiological pH (7.4) using OpenBabel. Conformer generation was performed with the RDKit python module. The RDKit is an open-source cheminformatics toolkit which implements a large set of methods for reading, writing, depicting,
modelling, searching and screening chemical libraries. A modified version of the method described by Ebejer et al was used, where 20 random conformers were generated for each peptide, before minimisation using the UFF force field. The energy of each cyclised peptide was then calculated, and the peptides sorted from lowest energy to highest energy. Taking the lowest energy conformer first, the root mean squared deviation (RMSD) to every other conformer was calculated, and any conformer with an RMSD within 0.5 Å of the low energy conformer was deleted. This procedure was repeated for each conformer, from lowest to highest energy, to create a panel of diverse, low energy conformers. The figure of 20 conformations to be tested per cyclic peptide was chosen to strike a balance between the requirement to cover a large amount of the available conformational space and the limits of available computational resources. It has been shown that applying this method to molecules with 13 rotational bonds will result in an average RMSD of about 2 Å between conformers. While each peptide may not have its conformational space exhaustively explored, the method is designed to produce a broad and diverse sampling of the available conformational space.

**Pharmacophore Matching**

Pharmacophore matching was carried out using Pharao and the Irish Centre for High-End Computing (ICHEC) Stokes cluster. Pharmacophore matching scores were based on the overlapping feature volume of pharmacophore features using the Tversky_ref and Tanimoto scores where:

\[
Tversky_{\text{ref}} = \frac{V_{\text{shared}}}{V_{\text{reference}}}
\]

and

\[
Tanimoto = \frac{V_{\text{shared}}}{V_{\text{reference}} + V_{\text{cyclic peptide}} - V_{\text{shared}}}
\]
Normalisation

Pharmacophore matching score normalisation was carried out by calculating the average and the standard deviation of the set of Tversky\_ref scores for each individual cyclic peptide, including all conformers, and producing a normalisation statistic

\[ Z_{score} = \frac{Tversky\_ref - \mu_{Tversky\_ref}}{\sigma_{Tversky\_ref}} \]

Calculating Pharmacophore Spread

The average pharmacophore spread distance was calculated as the average of the Euclidean distance over all pairs of pharmacophore features, where the Euclidean distance between two 3-dimensional points was defined as:

\[ d(p_1, p_2) = \sqrt{(x_1 - x_2)^2 + (y_1 - y_2)^2 + (z_1 - z_2)^2} \]

Platelet Aggregations.

Platelet Preparation

Blood was obtained from healthy donors who had not taken medications known to affect platelet function for at least 10 days. Blood was collected by venipuncture through a 19-gauge butterfly needle without a tourniquet, to avoid platelet activation. For the preparation of washed platelets, blood was collected into Acid-Citrate-Dextrose (ACD: 38 mM citric acid, 75 mM sodium citrate, 124 mM D-glucose) as anticoagulant (15% vol/vol). Blood was centrifuged at 150 g for 10 minutes at room temperature, to separate platelet-rich plasma. Platelet rich plasma was extracted and acidified to pH 6.5 with ACD, and Prostaglandin E\_1 (PGE\_1:1 µM) was added to avoid platelet activation during centrifugation. Platelets were pelleted by centrifugation at 750 g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the platelet pellet was resuspended in JNL buffer [130 mM NaCl, 10 mM sodium citrate, 9 mM
NaHCO₃, 6 mM D-glucose, and 0.9 mM MgCl², 0.81 mM KH₂PO₄, and 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4] to a concentration of 300 × 10³/mL. The platelets were allowed to sit for 45 minutes to allow the effects of PGE₁ to wear off and supplemented with 1.8 mM CaCl² 10 minutes prior to aggregation.

**Platelet Aggregation Assay.**

Platelet aggregations were performed using the BioData PAP-8E Platelet Aggregation Profiler. Aggregations were carried out stirred at 37°C, with a total aggregation volume of 250 µM. Bovine Thrombin was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Product T6634). Disulphide bonded cyclic peptides were ordered from ChinaPeptides, and prepared as 1mM stock solutions in DI water.

Both Hirudin and peptides were pre-incubated at room temperature with thrombin for 30 minutes to allow time to bind to and inactivate thrombin. Washed platelets were added to the aggregometer, and stirred for 2 minutes prior to adding the Thrombin/Hirudin or Thrombin/Cyclic peptide mixture. The aggregometer was calibrated with plain JNL buffer representing 100% aggregation. Thrombin alone was used as a positive control. Final aggregation well concentrations were 0.05 Units/mL Thrombin (in all wells), 20 Units/mL Hirudin (in the negative control well) and 100µM cyclic peptide (in experimental wells) in a total aggregation volume of 250 µL.

**Surface Plasmon Resonance Experiments**

The SPR experiments were performed using a Biacore T200 system (GE Healthcare) with four flow cells. Lyophilized thrombin was dissolved in flow buffer to a concentration of 10 g ml⁻¹ and covalently coupled onto the carboxymethylated dextran matrix of CM5 sensor chips using standard amine coupling. The flow buffer contained 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.05 % surfactant P20. The chip was activated with an injection of 70 µl of a mixture of 0.05 M EDC and 0.2 M NHS, followed by the injection of approximately 70 µl of
10 µg ml-1 thrombin in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.0 in one flow cell to yield a response of 8500 RU. Remaining reactive groups in the channel were blocked with an injection of 100 µl ethanolamine. Binding experiments were performed by injecting peptide for 120 s at a flow rate of 10 µl min-1, at concentrations from 20 to 320 µM in the flow buffer over the chip surface to monitor association kinetics, followed by buffer flow for 300 seconds to measure dissociation kinetics. All binding experiments were performed in duplicate. Between experiments, the surface was regenerated by injecting a 60 second pulse of 10 mM glycine pH 1.7.
Figure 1: **Pharmacophore matching score distributions.** Tversky ref distributions of cyclic peptide pharmacophore matching scores for **A.** Short linear motif structures **B.** Turn structures at protein-protein interfaces  **C.** Protein-peptide structures

Figure 2: **Amino-acid distributions of top reference structures and cyclic peptide hits.** Amino acid frequencies from the best 200 reference structure - cyclic peptide pairs for each class of structure are shown below. All matches had Tversky_ref scores of at least 0.65 and tanimoto scores of 0.30. **A.** Top protein-peptide interfaces and accompanying cyclic peptide hits, **B.** Top interface turn structures and accompanying cyclic peptide hits, **C.** Top short linear motif structures and accompanying cyclic peptide hits. Standard protein amino acid distribution taken from McCaldon and Argos55

Figure 3: **Thrombin Light-Chain Heavy-Chain Key Interactions Captured by a Cyclic Peptide Hit** Thrombin heavy chain in orange, and light chain in blue both images. Key residues are labelled with amino-acid code and number. **A** Shows the pharmacophore model developed for a thrombin turn in the light chain of PDB structure 1LHD. The red transparent sphere represents negative charge, pink represents a hydrogen bond acceptor, and the blue transparent sphere represents a hydrogen bond donor. The predicted hot-spots in the thrombin heavy-chain light-chain interaction, as predicted by the HotPOINT server are shown, with light-chain predicted hot-spot residues in highlighted in green, and predicted heavy chain hot-spots highlighted in yellow. **B** Shows the top cyclic peptide hit to the Thrombin light chain turn, CEPQTC, aligned to the Thrombin light chain pharmacophore model, and maintaining the Hydrogen bonding to heavy chain Trp-207 that is also shown in fig A by light chain Glu-8
Figure 4: Most specifically binding cyclic peptides tend to target protein regions whose pharmacophore points are more tightly clustered. The spread of pharmacophore feature points within the target negatively correlates ($r=-0.259$) with average matching normalised score (Z-score) against cyclic peptides, including turns at protein-protein interfaces (blue), protein-binding peptides (green) and short linear motifs (red).

Figure 5: A Hirudin C-terminal Peptide Shown to Inhibit Thrombin. Representation of protein data bank structure 1OYT. The thrombin protein (magenta surface) is depicted with a modified Hirudin terminal peptide (stick representation with blue carbons) bound to the PAR-1 recognition exosite-1, along with a small molecule inhibitor (stick representation with green carbons), at the protease active site. The conformation of the hirudin peptide bound to the PAR-1 recognition site is the template structure for the pharmacophore model used to screen cyclic peptides in this study.

Figure 6: Thrombin Induced Platelet Activation. The effect of adding Hirudin and the cyclic peptide CEPKFC on Thrombin-induced platelet aggregations over 4 donors. Thrombin alone is in blue, (positive control), Thrombin mixed with Hirudin is in red (negative control), and Thrombin with the cyclic peptide is in green. Error bars indicate standard error.

Figure 7: Pharmacophore score distribution of diverse cyclic peptide library. A diverse multiconformer library of 10,000 cyclic peptides with various forms of cyclisation and sequence lengths of between 6-9 residues were pharmacophore matched to each reference structure prepared for this study (Table 1). Tversky ref distributions of cyclic peptide pharmacophore matching scores for: A. Short linear motif structures B. Turn structures at protein-protein interfaces C. Protein-peptide structures are shown here.

Figure 8: SPR Kinetic Analysis of Cyclic Peptide CEPKFC to Immobilised Thrombin. Sensorgram of molar series of CEPKFC peptide (20-320 M) binding to thrombin coated SPR biosensor chip surface. Curves represent the response difference in binding of experimental flow cell (FC2) minus control uncoated flow cell (FC1), with (FC1-FC2) represented in response units (RU). Association (ka) and dissociation (kd) rates were calculated using the Langmuir model of 1:1 analyte:ligand binding. Accuracy of model fitting was calculated using Pearsons chi-squared test, $2 = 1.07$. 
Table 1: **Protein-protein and Protein-peptide structures.** Classes and numbers of protein-protein and protein-peptide structures used as a basis for the pharmacophore models screened against the cyclic peptide libraries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure Class</th>
<th>Number of Structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short linear motifs</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-binding peptides</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns at protein-protein interfaces</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>372</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: **Cyclic Peptide Libraries** Counts of structures and conformers for synthesisable combinatorially generated cyclic peptides used as candidate compounds for virtual screening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cyclic Peptide Library</th>
<th>Peptides</th>
<th>Conformers</th>
<th>Ave. Conformers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cys-X-X-X-X-Cys</td>
<td>104,174</td>
<td>2,076,203</td>
<td>19.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cys-X-X-X-Cys</td>
<td>4,485</td>
<td>89,549</td>
<td>19.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>108,659</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,165,752</strong></td>
<td><strong>19.93</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Normalised disulphide-bonded cyclic peptide hits to PPI structures. Details of protein-protein and protein-peptide 3D structure and sequences with specific cyclic peptide conformer hits (all structures where a specific hit is a cyclic peptide conformer with a Z-score > 6.0).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>Peptide Chain ID</th>
<th>Peptide Uniprot Accession</th>
<th>Peptide Residues</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1DSZ</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>P19793</td>
<td>1281 - 1286</td>
<td>Turn on surface of retinoid X receptor (RXR)-α at interface with with retinoic acid receptor α (RAR)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HAI, 1LHD, 1UCY, 1UVT</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>P00734</td>
<td>6 - 11</td>
<td>Turn on surface of α-thrombin small subunit at interface with α-thrombin large subunit</td>
<td>23,981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1XK4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P06702</td>
<td>46 - 51</td>
<td>Turn on surface of Calgranulin B at interface with Calgranulin A</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1UKV</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P01123</td>
<td>66 - 71</td>
<td>Turn on surface of GTP-binding protein Rab1A at interface with RabGDI</td>
<td>769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K54</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P14489</td>
<td>151 - 156</td>
<td>Turn on surface of bacterial beta lactamase OXA-10 homodimer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C4O</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P0AD64</td>
<td>108 - 115</td>
<td>Turn on surface of bacterial Beta-lactamase SHV-1 in complex with beta-lactamase inhibitory protein</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3HR4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>P35228</td>
<td>679 - 685</td>
<td>Turn on surface of nitric oxide synthase</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1JX2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Protein-binding peptide. Synthetic linker peptide in Myosin II heavy chain/Dynamin A GTPase complex</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1KZO</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P01116</td>
<td>183 - 188</td>
<td>Protein-binding peptide, farnesylated K-Ras4B peptide at interface with Farnesyltransferase A and B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2V3H</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>P28503</td>
<td>56 - 65</td>
<td>Protein-binding peptide, Hirudin IIA α-thrombin inhibitor at interface with thrombin heavy chain.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1OYT</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>P28506</td>
<td>55 - 65</td>
<td>Protein-binding peptide, Hirudin IIB α-thrombin inhibitor at interface with thrombin heavy chain.</td>
<td>958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PIP</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Protein-binding peptide, synthetic thiol protease inhibitor in complex with papain</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SDX</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>P24627</td>
<td>681 - 685</td>
<td>Protein-binding peptide Lactotransferrin in complex with Lactotransferrin</td>
<td>1,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DRK</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>P0C0P6</td>
<td>70 - 74</td>
<td>Protein-binding peptide Neuropeptide S in complex with protein OppA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: **Normalised cyclic peptide hits to short linear motif structures** Counts of cyclic peptide conformer hits against short linear motif structures with a Z-score > 5.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>Short Linear Motif</th>
<th>Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2FOO</td>
<td>LIG_USP7_1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1KYU</td>
<td>LIG_AP2alpha_2</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JXC</td>
<td>LIG_EH_1</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: **Cyclic peptides tested for anti-thrombin activity** This table shows the sequences of all peptides tested for anti-thrombin activity, and their similarity scores to the hirudin peptide in PDB: 1OYT calculated with both Pharao and USRCAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Pharao Tversky Ref Score</th>
<th>USRCAT Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFGKQC</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFGVEC</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFNQDC</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFPKEC</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFQLCD</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFVKQC</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEPKFC</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEQTWC</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFDKQC</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFDMQC</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDQNFC</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDDKFC</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNENWC</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKPEYC</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYNDRC</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRQGC</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRWTKC</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.551</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Normalised hits from a diverse cyclic peptide library against PPI structures. This table describes all the reference structures that are pharmacophore matched to one or more cyclic peptides from a 10,000 member diversity library with a normalised Z-score of 6.0 or greater.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>Peptide Chain ID</th>
<th>Peptide Uniprot Accession</th>
<th>Peptide Residues</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2MFN, 1MFN</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P11276</td>
<td>2181-2183</td>
<td>Short linear motif LIG_RGD which binds to several types of Integrin membrane proteins</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JQ8, 1S4G, 1SSU</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P04004</td>
<td>64-66</td>
<td>Short linear motif LIG_RGD which binds to several types of Integrin membrane proteins</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1TTF, 1TTG</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P02751</td>
<td>1524-1526</td>
<td>Short linear motif LIG_RGD which binds to several types of Integrin membrane proteins</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1RBP, 3A4P, 3C1X, 3P92, 1R1W, 3CY1, 3CE3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P08561</td>
<td>1356-1359</td>
<td>Short linear motif LIG_SH2_GRB2 - this binds to proteins containing a Src homology 2 domain</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QG1, 1WCP</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>P29353</td>
<td>349-352</td>
<td>Short linear motif LIG_SH2_GRB2 - this binds to proteins containing a Src homology 2 domain</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FMK, 2SRC</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P12931</td>
<td>530-533</td>
<td>Short linear motif LIG_SH2_GRB2 - this binds to proteins containing a Src homology 2 domain</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2XRA, 1Q1J, 1TZG, 1RZ8</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Loop on monoclonal antibody binding to HIV gp41 protein</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M1N, 1QH1, 1QGU, 1QH8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P07328</td>
<td>207-212</td>
<td>Loop on Nitrogenase molybdosum-iron protein alpha chain involved in interaction with the beta chain</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HEQ, 1HEY</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P12956</td>
<td>352-356</td>
<td>Loop on ADP-ribosylation factor binding protein GGA3 binding Cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LF8</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Q0NZ52</td>
<td>100-105</td>
<td>Loop on human monoclonal antibody bound to HIV gp120 V3 protein</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QJ1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Loop on anti-breast cancer antibody</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SM3</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>P15941</td>
<td>61-66</td>
<td>Synthetic HIV-2 protease inhibitor protein-binding peptide</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2MP</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Loop on Sigma-E factor regulatory protein nsB bound to Sigma-E factor negative regulatory protein</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M4W</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P0AFX7</td>
<td>120-125</td>
<td>Loop on Xylanase inhibitor protein bound to Endo-1,4-beta-xylanase A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3H9D</td>
<td>C, A</td>
<td>P18429</td>
<td>1200-1205</td>
<td>Loop on quinol-Fumarate Reductase Diheme Cytochrome B Subunit C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2WEV, 3BHU, 10Y1, 2G9X</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>P20248</td>
<td>197-202</td>
<td>Loop on Cyclin A-2 bound to Cell Division Protein Kinase 2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2AKA</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P08799</td>
<td>19-25</td>
<td>Loop on myosin II heavy chain in complex with dynamin</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LMV</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P04517</td>
<td>302-310</td>
<td>Peptide substrate for tobacco etch virus protease</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G38</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Q79FE1</td>
<td>50-55</td>
<td>Loop on PPE family protein bound to PE family protein</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3H0L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>O66630</td>
<td>361-367</td>
<td>Loop Glutamyl-tRNA(Gln) amidotransferase subunit A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1AXT</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>P01865</td>
<td>61-66</td>
<td>Mouse antibody loop in homointeraction</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1OY7</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Q04207</td>
<td>296-301</td>
<td>Loop on transcription factor p65 bound to transcription factor inhibitor I-kappa-B-beta</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3GZE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q9FPQ6</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>Peptide substrate for algal prolyl 4-hydroxylase</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2H64</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>P27040</td>
<td>17-22</td>
<td>Loop on Acvrb2 protein in the BMP-2 complex</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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